of her hands (251). Information about the women is therefore sparse. We are told their race (mostly white), that sixty per cent were of retirement age, that most were lesbians, several had children and about a third had been married to men (77). In the chapter on their relationship to the land they seem to be fairly affluent and come from middle-class backgrounds whereas in the chapter on aging they seem to have become working-class or lower middle-class, which seems to be based more on income level than class identity or position. A deeply grounded sense of the different communities is missing. The second flaw is a fairly standard one: that of the dissertation which is adapted for publication. The problem here is that Luis seems to be writing for an examining committee rather than for scholars in the field or for the communities she worked with. Almost every chapter utilises a different theoretical framework and three-part structure. This technique gives the impression of an academic exercise rather than an integrated approach to understanding women's lands. The final concern is the intrusion of the author's voice. This is not an autoethnography, and moments from Luis's fieldwork are scattered throughout, like the mentions of her 'informants', with very little contextual detail. In her chapter on trans people Luis remarks that 'this chapter is the one that will be taken as a betrayal by at least some of my informants; but I cannot and will not betray my own knowledge and principles, which tell me that I cannot deny the humanity of trans folk' (188). What follows is a lengthy explanation of the social construction of gender based on the work of selected theorists. Since Luis is not a landdyke and does not live on women's land her personal viewshowever worthyare largely irrelevant. It is almost impossible to tell what the women on the lands themselves think, although it is their perspectives that actually matter. Each of these flaws could have been avoided with rigorous editing, which is a shame because they undermine the rich potential of this study.
The Promise of Prosperity: Visions of the Future in Timor-Leste, edited by Judith M. Bovensiepen, Pacific Series, Canberra, ANU Press, 2018, xiii+253 pp., figures, acronyms, afterword, (paperback), ISBN: 978-1-7604-6252-9
The focus of this book on the visions or imaginaries of the future is prescient as the newish nation of Timor-Leste is in a moment of reflection. This is due to this year marking the 20th anniversary of the UN-sponsored referendum which delivered to the Timorese people their hard-won independence. The book canvasses tensions over priorities for national development between the different generations, ideologies and belief systems among the citizens of Timor-Leste. Book editor Judith Bovensiepen's twice-repeated anecdote of a local leader describing the progress of a massive national development project as moving the country from darkness into light 'husi nakukun ba naromam' is emblematic of how indigenous or emic understandings portray the work of the etic 'modern, neo-liberal bureaucracy of state'. This is the central motif of the book. This investigation is critical as internecine tensions have held up national development before, most recently with the stalemate outcome of the 2017 parliamentary election, resolved only with a second expensive election in 2018, although this was still a great advance on how past conflicts have unfolded in the new nation.
At the core of this edited collection are papers delivered at a 2016 workshop organised by Bovensiepen, primarily from an anthropological approach, and now contextualised with some added historical, political and legal chapters. Bovensiepen's introduction and chapter present the rationale for the book and the original workshop. The magical anecdote explaining how the national infrastructure Tasi Mane project had appeared in a dream to perpetual national leader Xanana Gusmao during the Indonesian occupation reveals the everyday practice of resorting to the supernatural to explain events and provides fascinating insight into the national psyche.
A Bovensiepen collaborator, Laura Meitzner-Yoder, similarly accounts for local views of the USD$4 billion national development project in Oecussi called ZEESM, which aims to create a special economic zone targeted at Chinese and Southeast Asian investors. Meitzner-Yoder calls this an 'ultramodern' and 'futuristic vision' which national planners link to Oecusse's unique past. Explaining this, the chapter begins with a local friend's reaction to the grand 2015 celebration of 500 years of Portuguese contact, which failed to observe any indigenous involvement. This place that 'began' East Timor, and is now its poorest district, has been reimagined as the place where future prosperity will begin through ZEESM. In response, the Oecusse-Ambeno Intellectuals Association delivered a two-hour 'distinctly past-centric' report that put local leaders 'in premier positions'. They asserted 'the past as critically important in giving meaning and making sense of the present and the future' (91).
The book also crucially includes two Timorese scholars. Firstly, Guteriano Neves seamlessly lays out a political economy critique of the dispersal of the proceeds of the Timor Sea oil. This young scholar weaves an account of the 'resource curse', clientelism, rentier and patronage politics using the local term 'Maun Bo'ot' politics. Neves's perspective is key to understanding the differences between a younger generation, educated since independence, and the veterans who liberated and now run the nation. The second Timorese scholar in the collection, Josh Trindade, with co-author Susana Barnes, beautifully describes emic understandings of a calm, fertile future that exist within indigenous Timorese spiritual and social systems. Trindade is to be commended for his tireless presentation of Timorese understandings to fill the yawning gap on local perspectives in scholarship on Timor-Leste.
This presentation continues strongly with Lisa Palmer's chapter, which provides a complex account of emic understandings of transformations in the natural world. The chapter provides a fantastical insight into the spiritual ecology of how the world works from a Timorese point of view. The insider perspectives continue with Kelly da Silva and Susana Viegas. Da Silva shows how indigenous beliefs have largely encompassed Catholic beliefs, including some great anecdotes from local priests about how they have explained Catholicism in local cultural terms. Viegas provides a narrative of how one family's economic prosperity was strategised into ancestor and clan networks to consolidate and reassert social and spiritual community harmony.
Kate Roll's chapter on the nation state's management of veterans was a revelation to me, which refutes previous explanations of generous pensions provided for veterans as a means for 'controlling spoilers or rewarding heroes'. Instead, she argues that the veteran programs are a form of 'biopower', creating a 'key technology for state-building' and expanding Weberian central control ever further into people's lives, thus eroding the 'resistance-era political order' and building the modern, neo-liberal bureaucracy of state (140-1). I hope Xanana Gusmao appreciates the theory behind this achievement! Douglas Kammen provides the book with a historical framework in which to place current visions for the future of Timor-Leste. He characterises the current state development as a vision 'without people': 'leapfrogging … from a subsistence economy to one characterised by high-tech production and advanced services … premised solely on capital derived from finite oil and gas reserves' (40). Bernardo Almeida offers a similarly critical view from a legal perspective, describing the illegality of the state's appropriation of citizens' land on which to build these status-making large infrastructure projects.
This book, unlike much political science analysis of Timor-Leste (although Neves provides an excellent 'insiders' political account in this book), goes to the heart and soul of these tensions and the different imperatives that create them. It digs deep into the spirit and psyche of national identity, revealing what lies beneath. Anthropologists and human geographers often explain much more about human behaviour than other scholars because they generally 'embed' themselves and take time to sit, talk and live with ordinary people, taking pains to describe their worldviews. When I first started doing my doctoral research on Timor-Leste, back in 1998, I was based in a politics department, but after that research I started reading anthropology articles about Timor, which explained more to me about why people did the things they did than anything else I had previously read. My thanks go to Professor Andrew McWilliam for this, as well as for his as always sensible final thoughts in the concluding chapter of this book.
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School of Social Sciences, Monash University sara.niner@monash.edu © 2019 Sara Niner https://doi.org/10. 1080/00664677.2019.1654277 Ethics in the Anthropology of Business: Exploration in Theory, Practice, and Pedagogy, edited by Timothy de Waal Malefyt and Robert J. Morais, Anthropology and Business: Crossing Boundaries, Innovating Praxis series, New York and London, Routledge, 2017, x + 160 pp., notes, index, (hardback), ISBN: 978-1-629-58526-0
Timothy de Waal Melefyt and Robert J. Morais's thought-provoking edited book highlights the ethical dilemmas that business anthropologists and other applied anthropologists face in their everyday work in both academic and non-academic spheres. It also presents theoretical and practical responses to such dilemmas from applied anthropologists, and theoretical arguments surrounding the 2012 version of the Code of Ethics of the American Anthropological Association (AAA) which, the editors conceive, embraces applied anthropology (14). The key considerations of the AAA's Code of Ethics, such as 'do no harm', 'informed consent', 'full disclosure', and 'transparency', are examined by the book's contributors, who all have rich work experience in the grey area between academic and business worlds.
This book poses a challenge to the historical efforts of anthropologists since the fall of colonialism and, simultaneously, raises important tasks for current and prospective anthropologists, who are increasingly encouraged to collaborate with non-traditional partners and are expected to provide practical outputs and contribute to society. Melefyt and Morais state that 'ethics are best applied with relativism to business and from within business rather than through moral judgements outside and across fields, since capitalism [in which business
